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About This Game

PLAY AT YOUR OWN RISK
At the end of the 1800s the government declared a global ban on this legendary card game due to an increase in bar fights,

divorces, and family feuds. It was political correctness gone mad.

Awkward is the ultimate test on finding out how well friends, couples, and family know each other. Players are asked to answer
increasingly uncomfortable questions in secret, while their companions try to guess the outcome.

HEATED CLASSICS! Pineapple on pizza, yay or nay?
RELATIONSHIP CHOICES! What part of your partner do you prefer, body or face?

HORRIBLE DILEMMAS! If you could only save the life of one, would you choose a 1-year-old or an 18-year-old?

Whether you deduce correctly or incorrectly, games of Awkward help players see each other in a brand new light. And your
opinion counts: each Awkward question will let you compare your vote to the rest of the world. Banned for over 120-years,

Awkward is back, and you can now enjoy this controversial adult card game as a videogame.

QUALITY GAMEPLAY
Featuring the original banned questions, as well as all new content written by Danny Gallagher (Quiplash, Fibbage 2) and Joanna

Haslam (Buzz! Quiz World, It's Quiz Time). One to six players can join in, with a huge selection of game modes on offer. Play
cooperatively, as teams, competitively, or solo players can play alone to guess how the rest of the world fared with Awkward's

controversial questions.
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DESIGNED FOR STREAMING
Awkward features innovative streaming technology which lets up to 500,000 concurrent viewers play along in your broadcast on
Twitch, YouTube, or Mixer. Thanks to the unique 'Live Show' technology, viewers can participate in the chat, without needing a
mobile companion app or having to visit a special website. Your viewers have to guess what you think, and compete to get their

names on the top of the leaderboard!

Awkward is the ultimate party game featuring over 5,000 fiendish questions. Do you dare to find out how well you really know
each other?
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Title: Awkward
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snap Finger Click
Publisher:
Snap Finger Click
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: 2 Ghz Dual Core or higher

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated with 128mb of VRAM

Storage: 410 MB available space

English
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dont buy this at full price, its fun but i would rather buy horse armor at full price. DLC ???
I buy for nothing ?. So far, lovin' it. It has quirky writing and characters, and while the gameplay is pretty stereotypical, however
the exploration and writing make up for it.. quot;Everything goes wrong simulator". Wow. Get this game! Don't read further for
spoilers. It's free. Go play it.. This is a game by Crankage Games. Maybe you already know it means stories with tons of dark
humor, vulgar comedy, irreverent dialogue and laughter. Lots and lots of laughter.

This one in particular is the second story narrated by Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥(The Chronicles of Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥being the first
one), and while the story itself has all the main traits we expect, there is no combat in this one, being more of a point & click
adventure. I also liked that there were alternative endings in this one.

So all in all if you like cute adventures and shameless comedy I think you'll enjoy this game.. Wow, this game was unexpectedly
awesome! A really smart variation of some classic puzzles turned it into a brand new one. I admit, though, that the game can be
quite hard to understand at first. I was playing quite randomly. But as always, practice leads to perfection. If you're into those
kind of games, this is a must have. If not, this can be an entertaining and relaxing time killer.. It was very fun, the artwork is
gorgeous and the puzzles are interesting:). C A N C E R
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I like this game. I love this game! :) Very clearly and funny, really good work!. I tried playing the game but everytime I try
playing it, it keeps crashing on me. The game could be better , but right it sucks and will keep sucking until this problem is
fixed.. While not as good as other budget/bad reviews FPS games like Chaser and Clive Barker's Jericho, this "budget" FPS is
pretty good and I recommend it to anyone that also like the other 2 games I mention above. Just don't expect this to be "as
great".. I have played this game before somewhere other than steam but i can not remeber where. but it simple poker and you
have to buy biulding get the mayor to like you andwin Every tourniment in each land before you can move on. you get to travel
around america and play lots of poker.
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